Introduction
In [6] we have obtained the local existence theorem in Gevrey class of solutions to the Cauchy problem for Kirchhoff equations of p-Laplacian type where Ap is defined by Apu = V^IV^r 2^) .
(
1.2)
In this note we shall investigate the popagation of analyticity of solutions of the following Cauchy problem which is a generalization of (1. VIII-1
for x^ e ^".y e ^". This assumption (1.6) assures that the equation (1.3) is hyperbolic. We can see easily that p-Laplacian Ap is verifies with the condition (1.6). Moreover we assume that the coefficients {a^} satisfy that for a compact set K in J?" there are CK, PK > 0 such that \^a^{x.y}\ < CKp^\aW.
(1.7)
for x e -R", y € K. We introduce a functional space as follows, It is well known that when p == 2 and d = 1, the Cauchy problem (1.1) and (1.4) has a global real analytic solution. For example see the article of Bernstein [2] and of Pohozaev [9] . When M{r]} = 1, Theorem 1,1 is proved in [3] . In [7] we proved that Thorem 1,1 holds for (1.1) and (1.4) under the assumption s ^ d < 4/3. Moreover we can investigate the propagation of analyticity of solutions (1.3) and (1.4). 
Theorem 1.2 Let T > 0 a positive number. Assume M(v) > 0 is in
^([O.oo)),(1.
A priori estimates for linearized equations
We shall derive a priori estimate in Gevrey class J%(J?") for the linearized second order hyperbolic equations of equation (1.3) . For m', p, 6 € R(0 < 8 < p < 1) denote by S^ the usual symbol class of oder m of p, 8 type. For simplicity we write gm ^ g^ ^ introduce the seminorms as follows,
where (Q/, = (h 2 + |^| 2 )^ (h > 0 is a large parameter). For d > 1, p > 0 and m e R we define the symbols of Gevrey class ^S" 1 . We sav that a symbol a e S" 1 belongs to ^S" 1 , if a satisfies 
The proof of this lemma is given in Lemma 1.2 of [3] . We can prove the following lemma by use of the above lemma. We shall derive a priori estimates for a linear equation below 
where for an operator a we denote by GA the product e^e"^ Introduce an energy of v below 
for t € [0, To] and h > hs.
Proof. Differentiating es(t) 2 in t, we have 2e,(t)e^) = sft(((9( -A()Y (9( -A^), + (A((^ -AQz;, (<9< -A()t.Q, +JSR(at(^)t;, y), + {(a(t) + a^t))(9t -A^, v),
Noting that from Lemma 1.1 we have 
Since r G 5' 2/t , and A( = ^(^)(0^ we can seê
Moreover we see 
29)
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On the other hand
where r e C°([0,To};S 1 ) and G( satisfies from (2.12)
Hence we get
Besides from (2.31)
(2.33) Therefore using again Fehherman-Phon inequality we get from (2.31)-2.33
34)
if we take h > 0, p(t) such that
Thus we obtain (2.19),(2.22),(2.24),(2,29) and (2.34) where ^ = e'r^'hO'^e^'h and r^ satisfies
Moreover we can prove the following lemma by use of the above lemma. 
Lemma 2.4 (i)For
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The proof of this lemma can be found in [3] . 
This implies the following proposition.
Proposition 2.5 Assume that same conditions as ones in Proposition 2.4 are valid. Then for any UQ G H^u^ C H 1^^ and f e G°([0, To]; H 1^) there exists a umque solution u of the Cauchy problem (2.8) with u{0) = Ut(0) = 0 satisfying (2 ^8) and (2.49).
Local existence theorem of nonlinear equations
In this section we shall prove the local existence theorem of the Cauchy problem for nonlinear equation as follows n 9^u(t,x)+ ^ a^(t,x,u^^u}D^DkU j^=i
Let d > l,s > 1 and Q a domain of R" 1 . We denote by 7^(7?" x f2) the set of functions f(x, y) satisfying that for any compact set K C Q there are CK > 0, PK > 0 such that
for x 6 7?",y e Ar,Q e A^",/? e A^". Let B be a neighborhood of 0 in A"+ 1 . We assume that the coefficients a^ of (3.1) belong to ^( [O.To] ;^^^ x B)) and 6 to G°([0, To]; 7^(^x5)). v ^ .
We can prove the following lemma by use of (ii) of Lemma 2.4 if we choose /i > 0 such that ^ < j. Here we note that C{M) does not depend on the parameter h. Thus we have proved that a^ of (3.1) belong to (^([(^roj^'^.R" x B) ) and bj e C'°([0, To];
\\9te^(v)(t)\\i + \\<S>(v)(t)\\^ < C{M) f 1 He^H; < C{M)T < M, j o if we choose T such that C(M}T < M and ll<9(<W||^([o,r];/^) + \W(t)\\^T};H'^) < C(M)\\f\\^^;H') < M,
7 d • l (^" x B
)). There are T > 0, M > 0 and h > 0 such that $ is a mapping from X(T, M, h) to itself and moreover satisfies ||$(v) -^(V')\\^T];H') < ^\\V -V'\\L^T].,H')
(3.7)
forv.v' (^X(M,T.h)
This proposition implies immediately 
Proof of Theorm 1.1 Denote
where A is given by (1.4). Then it follows from Theorem 3.1 that we can prove By use of the above proposition we can prove similarly to Proposition 2.1 in [6] that is a contraction mapping in B{M, T), if M, T are chosen suitably.
Proposition 4.1 Let a(t) e B(T,M). Assume that
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Proof of Theorem 1.2
To investigate the analyticity of solutions to the Cauchy problem (1,3)-(1.4), we introduce a convinient norm in ^°([0,r];L^^(^")) following the idea of Lax [7] , Mizohata [8] and Ainihac and Metivier [1] . Let a positive integer N >_ 2, p > 0, and 0 < r < 1. 
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The proof of this lemma is given in [5] . We remark that it follows from (iv) of Lemma 
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Therefore by use of (2.39) of Proposiyion 2,3 we obtain lle^^V^II, < Cf^ \\e^Us)\\^ds. We have from (5.13) ii/aii^i/i^v^pri^^H) 
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Since |/|^ < C,r(t) < r^r < ro and rQ^r{s)-^ds < r^-I^H-1 for |a| > 2, we get from (5.14)
y(t)<Cr,{l+^C^e+y(t)Yy(t)})ĵ =0
for t € [0, 7-] . We shall prove that y(t) < e for ( G |O which contradicts to y(ti) = £ if we choose ro sufficient small, and consequently we have proved Theorem 3.
